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Súkromná spojená škola, Rovná 597/15, 058 01 
Poprad 

 
Prijímacia skúška z anglického jazyka 

 
Sme radi, že si sa rozhodol/rozhodla absolvovať prijímacie skúšky v 

našej škole. Čaká Ťa test, v ktorom zistíme, aké sú Tvoje vedomosti. Snaž sa 

preto podať najlepší osobný výkon. Test sa skladá z troch častí. Prvá časť je 

zameraná na počúvanie s porozumením. V druhej časti si prečítaj text a vyber 

správnu odpoveď. Tretia časť je zameraná na rôzne gramatické javy a časy. 

 
Držíme Ti palce, nech sa Ti darí. 
 

Dátum: 11. máj 2022 

 

 

PART I. LISTENING 

 
Listen to the recording about sugar and decide whether the first 5 sentences are 

true(T), false (F) or not stated (NS). Complete sentences numbered 6-10 with the 

right word that you will hear in the recording. You will listen to the recording 

twice.  

1. According to the text everybody loves sugar.     ________ 

2. Sweet tooth  is a programme on TV.      ________ 

3. The research shows that sugar can kill children.  ________ 

4. Children eat too many sweets.     ________ 

5. To eat 10 grams of sugar or less is good for our body.  ________ 

 

6. We need sugar in our   _______________ .  

7. Glucose gives our cells _______________ .  

8. Sugar makes a chemical in our _______________ . 

9. When we eat too much sugar it makes us _______________ .  

10. Eating sugar can give us health problems like diabetes, _______________  or 

even bad moods.  

 

           _____/10p
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PART II. READING                                                                            

 

Read the article carefully. There are two (2) tasks to do below the article. 

You get one point for each correct answer. 

 
Survive in the Wild 

In the UK, camping is becoming very popular. People are bored by life in the city and 

they are looking for ways to get back to nature. Survive in the Wild  is an organisation 

that teaches people how to survive outdoors by using natural resources. Basic survival 

techniques include how to hunt, fish and prepare food to stay warm and safe. Here are 

three of the survival courses you can try. 

On the Family Day course, you learn three basic skills in a day: how to build a fire, how 

to look for food and how to cook food. At the moment, a family is making a fire with 

friction. 

If you are looking for adventure and you are free for the whole weekend, try the 

Adventure Weekend. Some people are making simple tools for hunting and a boy is 

climbing a tree. He's sleeping outdoors tonight, so he's looking for wood to build a fire. 

Alternatively, why not try the Two-day River Safari? You can make a canoe and learn 

a lot of new skills. The course begins every Friday after school and there are lots of 

activities on offer. One family is fishing, others are swimming, and the safari leader is 

chopping wood to build a fire. 

 
Are the sentences true or false? 
 
1. British people don't like camping.        ______  

2. Survive in the Wild brings people back to nature.   ______ 

3. Survive in the Wild isn't for children.      ______ 

4. You can learn three skills on a Family Day course.    ______ 

5. People are using matches to make fire.    ______ 

6. You sleep at home during the Adventure Weekend.    ______ 

7. The River Safari starts on a Friday afternoon.     ______ 

Which is the best course for people who ... 

1. .... enjoy adventure, like sleeping outdoors, and are free for two days? 

__________________________________________________________ 

2. .... love learning new things and spending time on water?  

__________________________________________________________ 

3. .... want to learn survival skills but are only free for one day?  

__________________________________________________________ 

            /10p 
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PART III.   GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY                                   

 1. Complete the text by putting the verbs in brackets into the correct forms. 

You get one point for each correct answer. 

1. Hurry up! I _________________ (wait). 

2. I ___________ (lose) my umbrella last week – I ______________(leave) it in the 
bank and somebody ______________(steal) it. 

3. I am not hungry. I ____________(already/ eat). 

4. A: I don't know how to use this camera. 

 B: It is easy. I ____________(show) you. 

5. Ann fell asleep while she _____________(read) a book.  

6. I like you jacket. Where ______________(you/buy) it? 

                                                                                                 _____/8p 

2. Circle the correct answer. 

1. John is very busy these days. He has got many/ much/ few/ little free time. 

2. Susan isn't very popular. She has many/ much/ few/ little friends. 

3. Students must/ mustn't/ don't have to use the computers without permission. 

4. I would like to be a/ an/ the actor, but it is a difficult profession. 

5. I didn't sleep good/ bad/ well last night. 

6. A few hours later we were as / too/ enough tired to walk any more, so we had 
lunch by the lake.                        

____/3p                                                     
         

 3. Fill in the correct preposition. 

1. __________ Saturday night I went to sleep _________ midnight. 

2. There was an accident ___________ the crossroads this morning. 

3. We arrived in Paris ________ the morning. 

4. Dinner is ready. We can all sit ________the table. 

                                                                                               ____/5p
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4. Complete the sentences. Use comparative or superlative form. Do not forget 

to use the if it is necessary. 

1. Dogs are ______________(friendly) than cats. 

2. The library is ____________(quiet) place in the university for studying. 

3. That´s ______________(bad) excuse I have ever heard. 

4. Books are ______________ (entertaining) than computer games. 

                                                                                                 ____/ 4p
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